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<3ome her friends. And so it was." M. Jovanovitch there-
fore braced himself to the idea of an attack on Serbia and
a European War. He noted as favorable circumstances the
anti-Serb "pogroms" in Bosnia and the violence of the
Austrian Press, which would turn European opinion against
Austria. His colleagues, however, believed that war could
be avoided. In the expectation "that Vienna would be
unsuccessful in establishing any connection between official
Serbia and the deed on the Miljacka" [the river flowing
through Sarajevo near which the Archduke was murdered],
it was decided to conceal everything, to pose as unconcerned
and innocent, to make a demonstration of sorrow, and to
try to get off as cheaply as possible in giving satisfaction
to the country whose royal couple had been murdered:
M. Pashitch therefore hoped that we should somehow
pull ourselves through this crisis, and he made efforts, in
which all the rest of us supported him, to preserve as far as
possible the relations which we had so far established, in
order that Serbia might get off as cheaply as possible with
the unhappy task of giving satisfaction to Austria-Hungary,
and that she might recover as quickly as possible from the
blows which in such an affair were bound in any case to
fall upon her.
As is well known, the Government did not fail to do
all it could to show their friends and the rest of the world
how far removed we were from the Sarajevo conspirators.
Thus, on the very same evening upon which it was known
what Princip had done, Stojan gave orders that the Belgrade
police should forbid all music, singing, and merry-making
in public places; everything was suspended, and something
like official mourning began. M. Pashitch expressed to the
Vienna Government our regret at the loss which a great
neighboring Power had suffered and his execration at the
deed itself. At the Requiem in the. Catholic Church of the
Legation on June 20 [July 3], on the day when the funeral
of the murdered Heir to the Throne and his wife took place

